INTOXICATION BY CRIMINAL USE OF “SCOPOLAMINE”: CASE REPORT AND REVIEW
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ABSTRACT
Dozens of cases have been reported in local police station of Ethiopia, when victims are robbed by organised gangs using some unknown powder/drugs. The pattern of carry out the crime is getting done in a very fine and smooth way. In the first case, criminals blow the power into the face across the nose and mouth of an unsuspecting victims of the public. Within seconds the person is under the drug's powerful spell and there's not a thing they can do to stop it. It is a second reported case powered form of the drug has been spiked with the alcoholic drink, and after dunked victim could not resist himself to say no and handed over all money and valuable belongings to the criminal.

INTRODUCTION
Case-1
The victim was woken up by members of the public, who notified him that he had been sleeping at a backstreet corner for about three hours.

John Mekonnen was on his way to purchase some groceries items in the late evening. He was approached by the a couple as he passed the nearby road. They were stranded and were asking for directions to bus station, and being the good Samaritan, the victim volunteered to help them. The couple seemed satisfied with the directions he had offered and asked to exchange details. After a firm handshake they both separated. When he woke up, the victim was feeling nauseated and dizzy, only to discover his backpack was open and his camera, laptop and other valuable items including all currency were gone, he has carried.

Case-2
A victim named Saige went to a night club for weekend parties. Some unknown girl, preferably prostitute seduced him after few drinks by rubbing men's faces into their scopolamine-smeared breasts. We need rubbing men's faces into their scopolamine-smeared breasts. There is even accounts of women dispersed into the air as a powder. There are thousands of urban myths about the Burundanga drug, and the horrific stories that have become those who've unwittingly taken the drug. One story documented in a scientific paper tells of a young man who amputated his own tongue and penis after drinking just one cup of tea made using Scopolamine powder.

The drug basically suppresses your free-will and makes you susceptible to doing absolutely anything you are told to do. So effective in fact that they also got a load of stories about purple elephants and complete rubbish as well, because of its powerful hallucinogenic Properties.

It's also used as a date-rape drug as easy availability rather than benzodiazepines and barbiturates class of drugs, as these are sold under medical prescription only.

Medicinal use
Other than criminal use, it has medicinal use also, the medicine is commonly known as Hyscione butylbromide. The medicine is licensed for the treatment of urinary incontinence, motion sickness or benzodiazepines and barbiturates class of drugs, as these are sold under medical prescription only.

CONCLUSION
Stories of bizarre and ingenious ways borrachero has been administered are also common in various parts of the globe. There are tales of it being mixed into chocolates, laced through pamphlets and dispersed into the air as a powder. There's even accounts of women rubbing men's faces into their scopolamine-smeared breasts. We need to be incredibly careful about leaving your drinks unattended and
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never accept food, drinks or cigarettes from strangers. A scopolamine overdose will leave us very vulnerable and there are plenty of reports of it being used in bars and nightclubs.
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